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The 123rd edition of the show dedicated to the equestrian world is scheduled at Veronafiere 4-7 and 12-14 
November 

  

FIERACAVALLI PRESENTS THE 1ST PIAZZA DI SIENA TEAM MASTER EVENT 

The bond between Rome and Verona is strengthened as venues for the two most prestigious outdoor and 

indoor show jumping competitions.  

  

There is a restart in top gear for Fieracavalli which, in addition to doubling up the dates of the event 

– scheduled in Verona 4-7 and 12-14 November - will launch, in collaboration with FISE and the 

Arezzo Equestrian Centre, the 1st Piazza di Siena Team Master event: a team show jumping circuit 

that will be developed throughout Italy in exceptional locations. 

  

The debut is set for Thursday 27 May in the prestigious ring during the 88th edition of the CSIO - 

Fratelli d'Inzeo Master event in Rome, where the Verona Jumping team of Corporal Guido Franchi, 

Gianni Govoni and Nico Lupino will also compete. 

The final stage is scheduled 5-7 November during Jumping Verona 2021 within the scope of 

Fieracavalli, a unique setting in such historically unrepeatable times as evidence of the strong bond 

characterizing the two events. 

  

And this journey through equitation in Italy is a chance for Fieracavalli to relaunch rural areas and 

promote the Italian system through cooperation between events, equestrian centres and local 

tourist communities. 

It is a competitive tour that nevertheless does not want to overlook the broader message which 

horses can help promote: the return to a slow and aware lifestyle and tourism. 

These are the primary objectives of the event in Verona since the 2021 edition will be a crucial 

turning point for the sector as it is called upon to restart after a difficult year. 

  

A virtual embrace that unites the Italy of horse riding through the top Italian riders, who will 

challenge each other in teams in a circuit boasting prestigious geography that seeks to outline, 

together with the local areas involved, a new future for the equestrian world in the run up to 

Fieracavalli 2021. 
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